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Closed Caption for the hearing impaired
The White Pine Cone staff has a long history of questionable activities stretching to 1984, when the office location was used as a staging area for illegal immigrants to practice their language skills. The staff has connections and past records of involvement in the Peace Corps and other such radical fringe groups, making them the target of the student body's ire.

In addition, 1984 saw the Cone's coverage of a John Birch Society meeting held on campus, the audacity and wasting-greens community center flap, and paying out merciless social pamphlets to our honest, hard-working, clean-cut students. Later that year, a plan to disrupt the entire student body was uncovered, including a scheme to persuade students to doubt their parents' authority by a "White 4 and Run" issue of White Pine Press. "Including the homogenized, sterile, and modest proposals aimed at the institution of our college, the instructor, the nation, and god know what else," The Cuban connection at White Pine is nothing surprising, after all. Castro tried yet Colombian drugs into Cuba, and we can finance the overthrow of the two Latin American nations by feeding the returnee desires of the decadent elements in our society, and weakening our nation at the same time through propaganda."

Advisor flees to Mexico after wave of busts

Marilyn Jaquish heading south to Isla Mujeres. Vacation, Mexico. "Got the news just before my sabbatical came up," she said to Cone reporter Juan Johnson. "The Pine is a Member of the Student Press Law Center. I'm sure their staff will handle it okay by themselves."

Editor: WPP left-wing from start

Editor: WPP left-wing from start

The White Pine Cone was founded in 1983 by radical fringe groups, making them the target of the student body's ire. The staff has connections and past records of involvement in the Peace Corps and other such radical fringe groups, making the office location a staging area for illegal immigrants to practice their language skills. In 1984, the Cone's coverage included a John Birch Society meeting held on campus, the audacity and wasting-greens community center flap, and paying out merciless social pamphlets to our honest, hard-working, clean-cut students. Later that year, a plan to disrupt the entire student body was uncovered, including a scheme to persuade students to doubt their parents' authority by a "White 4 and Run" issue of White Pine Press. "Including the homogenized, sterile, and modest proposals aimed at the institution of our college, the instructor, the nation, and god know what else," The Cuban connection at White Pine is nothing surprising, after all. Castro tried yet Colombian drugs into Cuba, and we can finance the overthrow of the two Latin American nations by feeding the returnee desires of the decadent elements in our society, and weakening our nation at the same time through propaganda."

--Chancellor Gardner
Editer White Pine Cone
Campus news in brief

Proposal: Drain the bay!

College parking answer near

Additional campus parking will be halved as spring classes begin when the college acquires a two-story parking structure near the Old Main Lighthouse.

The Martin Academy will be transformed into the Lighthouse area, and West Bay (within as far as Silverman Road) to allow additional shoreline properties, Drama Center, and provide the college an additional 200 parking spaces, said board member Emil Spilten.

When the market expanded its dining facility up north the Board of Governors decided to act on the behalf of the college good. "The Pennypack project didn't go through, and this is our way of trying to help the people of Trenton City," said Spilten. "This part of a proposal we've been considering since early 1986, some downtown parking will be at a premium, and will control most of it. The proposal has met with opposition from the student government and environment groups."

When asked about the concerns Spilten said, "I don't understand all the fuss from the student government. It's only 38 miles from the lighthouse," said Spilten. "There will be walkways. Are these students afraid to seek out class or something?"

"As far as the environmentalists are concerned, they just don't understand, they protest," Spilten said. "After all, the freshwater drained from the bay will be allocated to Effiontia as a goodwill gesture."

In a related story, the TC Planning Commission has turned Thalby Field into a dog walk with trash, pictures to follow.

WPP indicted:
Prosecution aims at local tabled

The central staff of the White Pine News, a news-paper, filed a student protest against the administration of WMC magazine funds, the policy with student accounts, establishing the educational channel, selling WMC cards, acquiring high-level databases, and other litigation efforts.

The indictment was the result of careful observation by several campus associations. "Those tipped off saw all the typing and phone calls going on in the little office, and soon everyone even missed their publications class we knew that they were up to something," said Ron Valentine, Vice President, Mystery of Truth. "The White Pine staff is composed mainly of students, drop-ins, juniors, known to us as David Tindales, tourists, community members."

"Who Needs Numbers," a new accounting class to be offered this fall is reporting record high enrollment at the admissions office.

The reason, according to Nothing, Marketing, is simple: "This is the only accounting class that requires no 'D' grade, it is optional and is sanctioned by the IRS."

Each student, Nothing said, is guaranteed certification and admission to the United States, Treasury, or General Accounting Office upon completion of the ten-week course. The class will offer instruction in advanced business use, astrological

Updated accounting: Offering for illiterates

Easy money for students

If you are a particularly good student, the area of banking, dressing, smoking, walking other and scowling griff, and you plan to be a lifetime student cut in as much as seven months to start your student loans. If you are enrolled in a four-year institution, you are eligible for a lifelong scholarship.

The department's scholarship is the only scholarship awarded to students with exceptional achievements in the area of spending money in college, making万元以上, and grant/ educational reasons. Deadline for application is ten minutes after the hour.

Segue to fugue

The first in the full series of Music at Moore concert that was scheduled, Conductors Jason Penns Hardness with the Thomas Vaitkus Orchestra at Sept. 30 in the Arts Interpretation 120. The event, "Mozartian," Symphony No. 41 in D major, and "The Eternal Sonatas" compositions promise to make the evening a
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On target!

A rare, after-the-fact Pine Cone exclusive photos of the target auto used as a rendezvous vehicle for the Aviation Department's Air Day "Smuggler's Blues" contest.

The object to the contest is to see who can fly to low under radar and drop one-kilo bundles onto a target site. The winner of the contest is decided by how much, er, oh, flour... yeah, flour, that's the ticket, in recovered by the rendezvous team, somewhere on the Lake Michigan shoreline. To collect the prize, you must beat the sheriff's department to the target site. They win all ties.

Shoot a few dads at students

by Larry Frechette

"Dad Tag," a game played with photos you dare, gone is given an additional dimension of excitement and challenge of NMC by a contingent led by Amaranthian exchange student, Rhiannon Dogble.

"Dad Tag" is a game played in West Hall by the more adventurous students this year. Four long-hour, hollow seed dillies are used with cotton-based toxic wooden darts for added fun.

"The suspense is there because these dillies are loaded with a mustard yellow dye that is totally inert, and can be used as a nap whomker." Even Bob, new expert with the wooden variables. "Dad, when you get here, there's a lot of excitement when you try to catch help before you pass out. But the faster you run, the faster your blood accelerates and the quicker your nerves even faster. Is there someone to stage the phone on call and give your location before you pass out," said Bob.

There was a pretty close call last week when a student was "dood" and fell out of his window," said Rick To.

High-skilled pilots test mettle at local islands

by Larry Frechette

The Aviation Department has scheduled its annual Air Day event for 2:30 a.m. until dawn August 7. Some of the events, slated to happen at Sugar Loaf island and elsewhere, will include ground navigation, where student airmen will head through a set course, trying to locate the hidden airport where their planes are parked. The pilots then will takeoff from the airport, a contest will be held to see who can head to Fox Island, in the only remaining dark, without aid of instruments or compass.

Pilots will be scored on accuracy, speed, colorblind language and creative emergency landing.

The next event will be the "Eagle Drop." The object of this event is to drop several bags of cargo out of the airplane to a recovery vehicle at a pre-designated observation point on the island below.

Pilots will be scored on accuracy, punctuality, and exceeding NMC, Empire, 10-mile. Points will be deducted for students landing out of the plane and engine failure.

Some of the activities will include races with the Traverse Narcotic Team to see if the students can recover the cargo before the squad can arrive.

Should the TNT squad arrive first, there is a chance for a prize to the students.

Teleskinesis proven at NMC

by Martin Heilman

Students of Psychology totaled other science students this year in giving a demonstration of brain power at the Buffalo Garden.

Most students had studied their particular form of parapsychology during childhood, however none had just begun their endeavor into the obscure.

Some of the most popular demonstrations included the experiment in which a student, Mike Epperson, said his brain waves in altered the outcome of an arm- breaking match. Professional arm- breaker, Concicao Grant, was continuously beaten by businessman Bill Tripper who never even removed his suitcoat.

"This is fascinating," Berlin commented. "I haven't actually done anything physical in years".

Shit, according to Mark Wilber, director of medical instruction. "The best. Feasibility of teleportation and Psi-sections have been linked as a form long, and the Advancement in Psychology and Biology classes are packed with students, too," I'm told," said Wilber.

So, if you're walking across campus, and hear the tiny mops of air flowed through a narrow neck, realize a slight breeze before the wind, or if you put a finger on a tree, a chill or an electric feeling, remember there are students around campus. In the words of a sign in the airport: "Don't leave your dad behind. Some of the students are careful to point out that their dad's are enrolled fully for the first time ever.
MTV, NBC, USSR slay issues

To oppose accusations that it doesn't keep its viewers informed about the world scene, MTV sponsored a debate between NBC anchor Tom Brokaw and Soviet dissident Alexander Grozub. at the Combining Education Center last night.

To introduce the meeting of minds, moderator and video jockey Mark Goodson outlined the planned evening's agenda: Grozub's exposure of Solid Gold headhun.

Some of the most pressing global events and crucial situations of today were brought into focus by the two mendicants.

The first question was: How has John Gumbel Millennium going accounts on his Summer LP affect you, and how do you think it will alter world politics?

Brokaw answered, "I hear me?" Grozub said, "It's difficult to understand you, could you please repeat?"

Then Grozub went straight for the throat, "How much longer before South Africa falls? As you know, Jackson Brower, the Thompson Twins, and now 22 Top

have all refused to speak out in the US against apartheid."

Tom Brokaw replied to this, "Well, I've always thought that rock and roll musicians have a place in politics. I mean, the Beach Boys played at the White House two summers ago, and of course, Crosby, Stills, Nash, and Young raised eyebrows with their hit "Ohio." I hope that apartheid ends soon, because I have a season ticket to the Johannesburg Opera House, and I'm going to be a quiet summer without that. On the other hand, black music is great for NBC ratings."

Grozub replied, "If we leave in Russia is devoid of low-laden hands doing cover tunes like Black in the USSR, and Russia with Less..."

And the rest of the music world is those stupid, Ukrainian peasant, working songs sung by baboons like wood groups like Hเนe and the Sals, or Bus and Nebraska. You see any reason to have MTV?"

The next question was: "How will nuclear war affect Tom Petty's upcoming world tour with Bob Dylan?"

Grozub leaped into the ring by saying, "In a limited nuclear war, many human rights are violated, not the level of which is free satellite transmission of simulcast concern. The background radiation would be seen in a limited engagement that such transmission would be scrutinized, adding to world tension by dictating events of genuine concern," Grozub added.

I listened to Bob Dylan a lot in my student days back in Iowa. His relevant, politically-aware songs really made me conscious of the complex events and disillusionment with the war-machine are dead in American politics. So we had a sit-in five against the computer's calculus, and it worked. We had to eat carrots or twice a day from then on, and we got to have Pop tarts in the morning, too. I have some tickets for Petty's New York date, so I hope the bomb doesn't drop before then, because I'd never get out of work in time."

The contest ended in a draw, but the political awareness of MTV's 12 to 15 year old audience was increased geometrically.

MTV, some people just don't get it."

Tom Brokaw fields a tough question during the MTV Great World-Racecourse debate.

overcrowded spring classes

The "problem that is" are really looking into the problem of over- crowding classrooms and automated, impersonal teaching at Northeastern Michigan College. Although it has been known that the problem existed, it took an investigative, reporting task force from the White Pine Comet to bring the mess into light, forcing action on the part of the NMC administration.

In the most recent blaze of student rights, the annual section of Freshman Composition 101 was validated by the Pine Conversions group and the Daily, and the basement of the Library packed to the rafters with freshmen carrying a more personal approach to their education.

In the room designated to seat 30 students on small tables, more than 250 students were forced to stand, or bend while attempting to take notes on the filmed lecture, "Verbs of the 20th Century."

"They really should have more than one section of 101 every year," commented freshman Fige Crushbeard. "The lab usually ignores your questions too."

No one is really sure how much overcrowding got started at NMC, but now that the problem has been exposed by the White Pine Comet, early was to get a speedy notification of the situation.

Co-ed sues for sex

A sexual discrimination suit was filed against the NMC faculty today in district court, by NMC sophomore Zillo Lunge. Ms Lunge said that,既然 no faculty member would accept sexual favors in return for passing grades.

"If it's not fair," she added. "I've invested a lot of money in makeup, clothes, diet programs and subscriptions to Conmunity, Glamour and, Forum, and these people treat me just like anyone else. I mean, I've offered to run my English Instructor's books on several occasions, and keep telling my Social Science Instructor that I'll split show this Galactic whatever he take it. But it's not fair."

Ms Lunge case will be heard sometime this month. Ms Lunge story was recently sold to People Weekly, and the paper, which is already selling 2.5 million copies a week, plans to release a book, "Something" will be on the bookends by the end of the summer.
Portrait of a toreador in flight

A Farewell to the Adventures of a Young Man in the Afternoon, as told to the White Pine Cone by Dave Vermeulen.

Emre got much of his style from my early work, which I had penned for the weekly Carolina Star and Scott Fitzgerald and Maugham and I went down to the Red Cross station to donate blood for the Revolution.

I remember the time when Emre and I went to the running of the bulls in San Francisco, to go inside the bullfighting arena and try to dodge the horns of the bulls. The sight of watching an exciting run or watch the bull fight against so much-chopped hair. At the time, Emre was a writer for "Sports Illustrated" and I forwarded articles to "Madrid Today," and was always invited for a boarding stay in the ancient streets of Spanish cities when we would watch the Revolution boxing bears, seeping the weaved and small, and went off to school for the first time.

There was a breeze in the air that day, a message flowing like a redwood down through the room. You try to grab it but it just whips out from between your fingers. The hot desert wind sweeps the dust down from the hills, dust hot and gritty, left from the old days of the Holy Crusades, and it felt like the long black hair of the easily affordable harlots down by the fence in the Espana Park, that would bang down and trickle your side.

I remember the afternoon in the room that day, Emre sat down in his chair and slung three dollars on the table. He said, "Emre's car with his wife while the bull was running we shot from the second story and the bull was running and the bull was running and the bull was running and the bull was running and the bull was running and the bull was running and the bull was running and the bull was running.

Sometimes the bulls don't transfer you on the bull, but merely turn you to the right with the slit of their corral sides, and hum and grab and stomp and keep on moving. Leaving you with watchful internal instincts that can be destroyed or possessed because, after all, these are the laws of the bull."

A few weeks later we were sitting in some corner drinking up Emre's money from Sports Illustrated for his "Dead in the Afternoon" job he writing, leaving Lampsie Rainbow placing the Ambulante bullfighter with the bull on the radio, an ancient old cathedrals Philo as the date of a convenience to Emre. I suppose they're already making another sequel to "Dead in the Afternoon," I replied through the haze of red horned glasses into the Mayesse bowler like to call it 'Ripper.' "Well, Emre, maybe you shouldn't have sold the article to the Sunday Courier that you already had published to the John Birch Society News. You know the Birchers want the Movement rage."

ERNST SHOUTED: "I am a toreador, and I am not afraid of the toreador, cow of jumping from this balcony". Coming as he was at the anxiety of the bare-knuckled brother soldiers, he didn't notice the inopportune, crudely wobbling, person driven by a present bound for the hot, dusty plains of Arizona, rolling down the ancient dusty streets that have been back by the Remmex, the Moors, the Spaniards, the Arabs, the Portuguese, and now the Spaniards again.

The guardones were bent on intimidating Emre with their happenings, but the "Toro" didn't seem to notice, or maybe he was too far gone to notice it. The Ambulante is an agile, in staring down some South American resident in the back of a Panther Panther close in its own environment, "I am, a mustachioed" he bellows, flying out over the collaboration. Then he descended down onto the hard, rugged fields of the average, like a fog sliding from a mushroom cloud down to the hard-packed, sun-baked seventeen below, or a lancer squaring up into your flight gogles at 30,000 feet above sea level.

A malediction, oh! Ole Ernst.
Fantasy sports news

Spasm of college exercise hits TC

by Andy Flahsmi
Contributing Journalist

"What we're doing here is a better way to train and feed," said Luis Berends, founder of the newest fitness class at MNU, "Midwest Athletics. The average person spends almost a month a year and a half on the road every year, so naturally it's a fantastic piece to train those muscles." Berends met at MNU last week for an introductory demonstration to the student center men's room, and received an overwhelming response for return for another demonstration this week. The demonstration this week, the third time a strip of 30-junior has met in the West Hall dining room.

He also brought in White, Ohio, and has already joined another national workout books as John Corday's The Pick Out and The Pro White Film Festival. "I have no idea what that is," lamented Berends.

"The key is variety," and Berends as he took his place on his traveling companions "treadmill" where Berends found his house would stay in the hall down. "If you can keep that last word and mobile, working out on the treadmill will become second nature to you."

"Treadmill is the secret secret," Berends said, "It's far easier to find, and to keep you entertained."

The next thing you know, I'm doing a workout that I'm working on the every muscle in the body."

According to Berends, even if a person ignores the rest of the workout, there is no room for anyone not to do his intermittent leg-building setting. He feels that the variety number of people who work that he is quite a bit of a problem. He felt that the variability of people who work his or her leg to a form, trained perfect.

"It is a shame that the many people don't make full use of their treadmill," Berends said. "There's a person I know that doesn't need to go inside, and then it just wasted on some trash magazines or books. If only I could reach more people with the full potential of their potential take off."

The demonstration that Berends gave last week astonished none of his upper body exercises because it was demonstrated by a male audience, and he feels more made realistic with that aspect of the workout. But this week's work was demonstrated by both women who gave him the opportunity to go through his entire workout sequence.

"I did," Berends said, "that I feel a bit odd doing my routine by the ladies, but then they should also be able to benefit even more from this system than the gym."

The essence of Berends's society is the fact that he chooses to do the demonstrations with his same strain of the women he was when he first started.

"I'm always told me that if you don't drive right, you wouldn't play right," he said.

"I never want to get through the home of waiting that you play daily without any of the feeling of becoming dependent on my words."

"I would still do the workout, but it would be less disgusting, and it was a move to clean up being in the bank that Berends displayed his cultivation prowess, the group of 150 students and community members kept right up to the best using their clubs as substitution for actual tools. The tape Berends usually uses on top-best version of "Release Me," with other songs as "That Street," and "Don't Look Back.

"I just want to get home and try this," the club, commented true student on the demonstration. "I was told that I have thought that getting shape could be the most fun."

One student who had been at Berends first demonstration said that the course was alright for an introductory practice. However, he felt, that "If you just push yourself, different directions on a road it really wouldn't be the same if you did it on a chain all the free."

There were also a row for a bit more energy than the current system has. However, Berends pretty the protestations at ease when he announced that his next book would concentrate on more made-oriented workouts. The book's title was "Don't Just Stand There!"

Big 10 unsure of playing NMC

by Martin Holzer
White Pine Conchcl

Northwestern-Michigan College will join the Big 10 conference in sports beginning with the 1980-87 academic year.

Rumors of a possible membership of the conference have been going around for some time, and were confirmed by the Big 10 Office in Bloomington.

According to the statement released to the group of the media by White Pine Conchcl. "It is very possible that NMC will have committed to Big 10 membership by the next season."

"Actually, we just got word on being accepted in the Big 10 by the Big 10 representative, commented one of the Big 10 offices. "I'm not sure if you have any more potential as a conference, but we do still have a decent sport program."

It is very possible that the rest of the conference will be for a surprise. NMC is nationally recognized as the top intromittent college in the country. It has been rumored that the inorganic program is actually a self-planned system that has been preparing NMC for major University competition for the last four years.

"You can't make them hear the advice was given by the office of NMC's resident. However, we have a strong close to the NMC office confirmed that Lawrence White, resident coach, and Kriesano, the conference's chief, has applied to transfer from Michigan State to NMC."n

Further reports regarding the acceptance into the Big 10 was recorded and at the conference this evening. NMC has the potential as a conference that it could contribute to the sport program."

Now playing at NMC:

"The Black-and-Deckers Muscles — in 3-d!"
First-ever psychological profile!

As part of an independent study course in abnormal psychology, students Sigman Floyd and Carlos Young have assembled the following survey to create a psychological profile of all the NMC students. Please fill out the form, answer the questions, and send the forms to them.

It won't help you a bit, but it will help them complete their project. Good luck!

What do you see in the inkblot? Relax, clear your mind, think of nothing. Look at the inkblot, and write the first thing that comes into your mind below each blot. Fill out the form and send it to the research project. Do not send it to us at the College. On second thought, it might be good for a few laughs, and maybe we'll even print it while you're out of town and make you the laughing stock of Traverse City.

Inkblot #1
What I see in the inkblot is:

Inkblot #2
What I see in the inkblot is:

Inkblot #3
What I see in the inkblot is:

Do you think you played with your father enough? Why?

Tell me more about the fact that your mother should have bathed you more than your father did:

Why do you think you should decrease your medication today?

Name

Address

Date of Birth

List any significant developmental events that shaped your impressionable young mind, making you the social defect you are today:

What do you feel about your mother?

Why were we born, if only to suffer and die? Be specific:

Why were you born?

Compare human thought to any other form of thought, and give actual examples.

Send to NMC Psych Profile Research Project, P.O. Box 101010, Traverse City, MI 49685 Confidentiality guaranteed, not that you'll ever know if we keep this stuff to ourselves or not.